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box - a powerful post production skin retouching plugin that helps you create flawless skin and
eyelids, eyeshadow, and lipstick. for video editors, and for people who shoot a lot of talent or for

professionals who need a tool to make their talent look great, beauty box could be the ultimate post
production skin retouching plugin. beauty box combines state-of-the-art face and skin detection and
smoothing algorithms and applies innovative, non-alienating masking technology to every frame of

your video. it works perfectly for soft focus, bokeh, and video in general. by accurately detecting skin
tone and softening imperfections caused by imperfections in the camera, the plugin finds flaws and

frees the video from unsightly backgrounds such as washed out skin, lipstick smudge, and water
stains. it works without changing any details in the frame, allowing for a subtle increase in skin detail
without looking overworked. beauty box works perfectly for soft focus, bokeh, and video in general.
you can use it to creatively blur, blur, and/or soften any problem you encounter in your video. you

can use it to gently smooth flaws and imperfections in the frame while maintaining sharp details on
the face and its surroundings.
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